DISCLAIMER
MOYERSOEN NV asks you to read this disclaimer carefully.
By visiting, consulting and accessing this website, the user declares to note these conditions and accepts them.
By using this website the user declares to agree with this disclaimer.
In case of certain vagueness and/or any contradictions between general and/or specific conditions of specific
products and services of MOYERSOEN NV and this disclaimer; the general and/or specific conditions of these
products and services will prevail.

THE USE OF THIS WEBSITE
Given that MOYERSOEN NV manages, follows and supports his website from Belgium, MOYERSOEN NV cannot
guarantee that all disposed information applies to the users of other countries. The user, using the website from
another country than Belgium, will be responsible for compliance with the applicable local legislation.

Subject to the means at its disposal and within his limitations, MOYERSOEN NV shall provide access to his website
to the user, 24 hours a day and 7 days a week.
MOYERSOEN NV cannot guarantee an uninterrupted and continuous secure access to his website and cannot
guarantee that his website will operate flawless.
MOYERSOEN NV may, at all times, interrupt the website temporary, in order to adjust, to complete, to update the
website, so that the user can use the website on the most suitable way.

MOYERSOEN NV reserves the right, without advance notice of default, to prohibit the use of the website to all
users who try to endanger or to damage the website by reason of unlawful use, violation of the of the present
conditions of use and to the users who try interrupt the smooth proceeding of the website.

MOYERSOEN NV shall make all efforts to record most accurate information about the products and services on his
website. The user accepts the fact it doesn’t concern the duty to achieve a given result. MOYERSOEN NV will not
be responsible for possible irregular information or information that conflicts with the truth, even if this
information is coming from third persons. The information is only an indication. The user shall verify the accuracy
of the information to one’s own. MOYERSOEN NV cannot be responsible for the wrong conception the user gives
to the information.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

The MOYERSOEN NV website is a work protected by copyright, patent law, licensing and other intellectual
property rights. Copyright protects all texts, lay-out, graphic materials, logo and the website functionality.

The user may not change, copy, publish, send, distribute, give under license, transfer, and sell, any information,
software, products or services that are provided from this website. The user is also prohibited to adjust above
mentioned items, unless if MOYERSOEN NV or his eligible person has given his explicit permission.

Although it is admissible to download or print some information of this website by means of personal use.

RESPONSIBILITY
MOYERSOEN NV and/or his agents are not liable for possible direct or indirect, special, incidental or consequential
damage or any other damage caused by profit losses, incurred by the user and resulting from an impossible access
to, an interruption from and/or the use of the website, regardless of the reason.

Further, MOYERSOEN NV and/or his agents are not responsible for possible direct or indirect damage caused by
the transmission of viruses or deficiencies and/or other imperfections to the hardware.

Both clauses of limitation of liability are applied, regardless the fact if MOERSOEN NV has been alerted on the
possibility of this damage.

APPLICABLE LAW
Belgian law applies to this disclaimer and website.

In the event of a dispute arising or regarding this website or this disclaimer, only the courts of Antwerp shall have
jurisdiction.
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